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SYNOPSIS

　　　Alexander's召ridge (1912) is Willa Cather's first novel and a drama of consciousness. The

protagonist is Bartley Alexander, a 43 year-old great bridge builder, and he is a prototype of

Cather's pioneers. The story depicts Alexander's “paradox of success” and the division of his

self, and　pursues　hiS･ inner　conflicts　of　Eros［the　life　instinct］and　Thanatos［the　death

instinct］until his tragic end. From the analysis of Sigmund Freud's “Theory of Instincts,”we

can say that Eros urges man toward flowing time, while Thanatos makes him turn back to past

泊

self in Alexander's Bridge from the viewpoint of time｡

　　　All of Cather's pioneers are Eros-characters who have great dreams to accomplish in their

lives　and　who　positively　affirm　time　as　the　medium of creation. In ･other　words, Cather's

pioneers are‘Faustian people' possessed with the dream of success. To be specific, Alexander

is originally what Henri Bergson calls“ａ man ｏｉ　ｔmjnilｓｅ,”oran ｅχtreme“man of action,”who

“live［s]　only in the present,”because of his strong Eros-force. However, it is not until Alex-

ander is connected with his dream and his ｗifりべiVinifredthat he becomes a pioneer, that is,

the “Faustian ｍａｎ”who regards time as the medium of creation and “lives in and for the mo-

ment" ｏｉ釦峨■ｎｇ　tｉｍｅ.The pioneer Alexander can be said to be the self-loving Eros丿character

and Faustian “man of action.”However, after having realized his dream, Alexander radically

changes and becomes what Bergson calls“a dreamer”who “lives in the past,”and he is divided

into two selves: the middle-aged self and the “young Ｓｅｌじ　Generally speaking, this is charac-

teristic of Cather's pioneers｡

　　　My contention iS:(1) Alexander's “paradox of success” is the paradox of time; (2) This

“paradox of success”is the source of Alexander's divided self; (3)･ Alexander's “paradox of

success” and the division of his self are closely linked with the qualities of Cather and her

fiction,for he is Cather's alter ｅｇｏ｡

　　　First of all, because the pioneer Aleχander is the Faustian “man of action” who realizes

his long-desired dream of success by “work［ing］like the devil,”his disillusionment with sue-

cess leads to his disappointment and denial toward time which he has positively ａ伍rmed. This

ironic evaluation toward time is his “paradox of success."　Therefore, we can regard Alexan-

der's“paradox of success" as the paradox of time. Secondly, because his“paradox of success”

is the　paradox of time, Aleχander　feels the　vanity　of success　and　comes　t０　long for　and

admires his “young self.”This yearning causes him to be charmed by his former love Hilda

Burgoyne, a symbol of his youth･，and in desperately pursuing the Eros of his youth, he is di-

vided into two selves. Thirdly, because Alexander is the author's ａ!ter ego, his physical death
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means the end of Cather as the managing editor of McCh四's, and his spiritual rebirth signifies

ａ new start as ａ novelist who depicts her past world, or the Western frontier and its pioneers.

Considering these facts, it follows that we cannot have ａ full understanding of Cather and her

fiction until we clearly grasp how the “paradox of success" and the division of self in Alexan一

己丿ｓ　Ｂｒｉｄｇｅ　ａrerelated to each other and what they mean concretely.

Ｉ

　　　Alexander's召ridge (1912) is Willa Cather's first published novel. Nevertheless, later in

her critica! essay, “My First Novels ［There Were ＴＷＯ］イCather calls this book an “unneces-

sary and superficial” “studio picture,”l and regardｓ Ｏ 　ＰｉｎｒiBびＳ!犬(1913)as what is worthy of

her first novel. This quite different valuation of these two books is caused by ･the difference of

material;　in　other　words,“that　which　he［Cather］admires"　0ｒ“what　is his　[her］，ｗl.”２

However, for Cather, the difference of the material is so great as to concern not only the char-

acteristics, but also the value of each novel. For Ｏ Pioneers! is her first great work that

Gather produced by ceaving imitating Henry James ･and evaluating and expressing her “ｏｗｎ”

material:the immigrant pioneers　and the　Nebraskan frontier Land where she herself moved

･from the South at the age of nine. It is by this novel that Cather secured her position and

direction as ａ novelist.　　　　　　＝　　　　　　‥●　　　　上　　　　　　　　　ト｡

　　　There is no denying that Cather's own negative remarks about Alexander's召パdge set a

standard judgment that the novel was a failure, and this dictated･ the direction of its criticism

for ａ long time afterward. However, Cather's longtime friend, Edith Lewis√is one of the first

to have found in this book “the mortal division in ａ man's nature,”3 which dominates Cather's

lifelong subject matter. Since Lewis' indication. /1鼠に貧加ｆｓ召ridge, as well ａｓＴｈｅＰｒｏｆｅｓｓｏダｓ

Ｈｏｕｓｅ(1925) which deals with the same theme, has been recognized and appraised as ａ book

which has an important element concerning Cather and her fiction. However, compared with

the latter great work and Cather's other novels using her‘ｏｗｎ” material, it is a fact that Alex-

ａｎｄｅｒ'ｓＢｒid即has not yet been given much attention.　The purpose of this paper is to consider

the “paradox of success”4 and the division of self in Alexander's月面dge from the viewpoint of

time.

ｎ

　　　The novel consists of ten chapters and an epilogue. The story is a drama of conscious-

ness, which depicts a love triangle between its'protagonist middle-aged engineer and two women

and pursues his inner conflicts of Eros and Thanatos until his tragic ｅｎｄレThe main charac-

ters are Bartley Alexander, a 43 year-old Westerner and prominent bridge builder, Winifred,

his wife and fashionable lady of Boston, Hilda Burgoyne, an Irish actress and his love while he

was ａ student in Europe, and Lucius Wilson, Professor of Philosophy and Alexander's former

teacher. Professor Wilson is an introspective and intellectuaトman who interprets the main

characters in the novel. He can be said to be ａ prototype of Jim Burden in 7吟丿功叩紬

(1918) or Niel Herbert in A£ost Lady (1923)レ　　　犬　　　　　　　　　Ｉ
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　　　As　symbolized　by　their　names, Alexander, Alexandra, Antonia　and　Napoleon, Cather's

pioneers are heroic people who succeed in attaining great achievements in their lives. The pro-

tagonist of Alex四面ｙ’ｓ召ridge is an outstanding self-made man who 1!as won worldwide fame as

a bridge builder, and he is a prototype of her pioneers. Cather concretely states in her novels

what ａ pioneer iS:(1) He has ｡“the courage to say to himself, 'I will do this dazzling, this

beautiful, this utterly impossible thing!’”5;（2）Hiｓ “philosophy is that what you think of and

plan for day by day, in spite of yourself, so to speak - you will get. ... you will accomplish

what you dream of most”6;（3）“Desire is creation”7 is his　motto. Therefore, according to

Cather, the pioneer is an energetic Eros-character who has ａ great dream to accomplish in his

life ･and strongly affirms time as the medium of creation. The beauty Cather values highly is

not created until the pioneer's dream and　Eros　unite positively with time. The formula of

〈“desire［dｒｅａｍ＋ＥｒｏＳＰ＝“creation” of beauty〉clearly proves that･ time is the very medium of

creation. Henri Bergson, whom Cather ad･mired, states that “The more we study the nature of

time, the more we shall comprehend that duration means invention, the creation of forms, the

continual elaboration of the absolutely ｎｅｗｸﾞ8　It follows that the pioneer is an active type of

person who lives positively infloiぬIg t蝋ｅ［time which is ceaselessly flowing into the future

through the present from the past］in order to accomplish his dream. He can never be ａ re-

trospective character, that is, one who is lost in past t有

　　　However, generally speaking, it is characteristic of Cather's pioneers that they are Eros-

people who actively !ive in flowingび■me until they realize their dreams. However, after having

succeeded in actualizing them, they turn their backs on丿心仇ｇがme and are obsessed by past

肩掛ｇ and they long to revert to that earlier stateトBartley Ａｌｅχander, as well ａ５ Napoleon God-

frey St. Peter in ＴｈｅＰｒｏｆｅｓｓｏダｓＨｏｕｓｅ,is a pioneer who typically conforms to this pattern of

life. Alexander is stated as follows:

　　　　　　To ａ man who was S0 little given to reflection, whose dreams always took the form

　　　　　　of definite ideas, reaching into the future, there was a seductive excitement in re-

　　　　　　newing ０１ｄexperiences in imagination, (p. 40）9

　　　Flowingパ批e and pastだ掛ｅ are different from each other. When we think about Alexan-

der's character which is deeply connected with these two times, Bergson's “Theory of Memory"

and Sigmund Freud's “Theory of Instincts” provide us with helpful indicators. First, I would

like to look at the “Theory of Memoryｸﾞ　According to Bergson, there are two forms of mem-

ｏｒy:“the one i掛αがnes and the other repeats.”10　The first is the memory to imagine the past,

that is, to “call up the past in the form of an image,”11 while the second is the memory to re-

peat［act］the past which is “always bent upon action, seated in the present and looking only

to the future.”12　From the analysis of these two systems of memory and their mutual relation-

ship, Bergson explains that the person whose consciousness is seized with only the first mem-

ory is “a dreamer" who “lives in the past for the mere pleasure of living theｒe,”13 while the

person who depends on only the second memory is “ａ man　ｏｆ面外山”who “live［S］only in

the present, to respond to ａ stimulus by the immediate reactionｸﾞ14　1n other words, “a man of

佃砂

memory and relies on the second memory. the more rapid his response to stimuli is, and the

person becomes an extraordinary “man of action” who lives in the present devoid of introspec-
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tion. Both are extreme examples, but we can define an active type of person as one who lives

in the present and on the other hand, ａ“d抑α批ぴ”-typeof person as one who lives in the past･

These two different types of people coincide with Cather's pioneers who change radically be-

tween the early and later stages of their lives｡

　　　Secondly, let us look at Freud's “Theory of Instincts.”He insists that man has two great

instincts, the “life instinct'? and the “death instinct,”or Eros and Thanatos, and that “all the

organic ，instincts ... tend towards the restoration of an earlier state of things.”15　It follows

that Eros and Thanatos are closely connected with time. However, both have quite different

modes of action. To be specific, Eros “tend［s］to reinstate earlier forms of being and must

therefore form part of the “death instinct,”but“through creating ever new life,”16･it resists the

“death insticnt.”However, Thanatos endeavors to reduce “a living organism to ａ pre-vital state,

that of inorganic matter”17 in order to get free of the “tension”18 which the generation of life

has aroused. In other words, Thanatos is the self-denying and self-destructive instinct which

“seek［S］to return life to the peace of death”19 0f the past.　Accordingly, we can say that

Eros, which　affirms　life　and　resists　death, urges　man toward 八剛恒ｇ出

which denies present life and aspires to revert to “an earlier state”in quest of death, makes

him turn back toｂａｓt　til

　　　Taking the　above　into account, I　would　like　to　look　at　Alexander　whose　way　of　life

changes radically between before and after his success. The story begins in Alexander's later

life and depicts (1) disappointment in life, (2) regression into the past by denying the present

self and (3) tragic death. First, let us review Ａｌｅχander'slife until he has attained the sum-

mit of success as a pioneer through his uncommon Erosレ

Ⅲ

　　　Through the dialogue between Professor Wilson and Winifred, it is evident that Alexander

is　by　nature“ａ man of i徘夕�認”who　is　indifferent to　recollection　and　introspection. We

already saw that the more rapid a person's response to stimuli is, the more an extraordinary

“man of action”the person becomes.

　　　　　　　［Mrs. Winifred］:I should like to know what he［Alexander］was really like when

　　　　　　　hewas ａ boy. I don't believe he remembers ‥.

　　　　　　　［ProfessorWilson］:No, I don't suppose he does. He was never introspective. He

　　　　　　　was simply the most tremendous response to stimuli l have ever known.へA^e didn't

　　　　　know exactly what to do with him. (pp. 7-8）＜　　　　＼

　　　Here, let it be emphatically stated that like Cather's other pioneers, ａ young Ａｌｅχander's

impulse comes from his strong Eros-force. He is essentially an outstanding Eros-character who

is‘compared to ａ“natural force”（p，15) and “powerfu･11y equipped nature”(p. 17). Professor

Wilson concretely ｅχpresses Ａｌｅχander'sremarkable feature as “ａ man of ｆ徘徊41砲”asfollows:

　　　　　　　His old pupil　always stimulated him at first, and then vastly wearied him. The

　　　　　　　machinery was always pounding away in this man, ａｎｄべiVilsonpreferred companions

　　　　　　　ofａ more reflective habit of mind. He could not help feeling that there were un-

　　　　　　　reasoningand unreasonable activities going on in Alexander all the while, (p. 13)
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　　As he is compared to machinery which is actively pounding on, Alexander is original!ｙan

extreme ’‘manof action”who is characteristic of ceaseless activities and therefore, he is certain-

ly ａ man who “live［S］only in the :present” of 丿皿加ｇ玉ｍど　The intensive Eros-living of ゛!the

strong work horse”(p. 38) is Alexander's consistent characteristic in his early life before sue-

cess.　However, it is his dream as ａ pioneer and Winifred, his wife, that give his extreme

Eros-living a significance and a guid叫g principle. It is not until he･is connected with his

dream andぺA'^inifredthat Alexander becomes ａ pioneer, that iSにa positive advocatむof time十who

does his best to realize his dream. It十follows that Alexander aS=ａ pioneer is no∧doｕbtしthe

“Faustian man.”20　In other words, he is “the busiest man in the world”（p. 43) who endeavors

to accomplish his desire by his“ceaseless striving and activity.”Because the pioneer Alexan-

der is the “Faustian man,”he “lives in and for the moment”3101μｏｍｎｇ tｉｍｅ.　PIｻofessorWil-

son's following words prove this fact explicitly and at the same time, show Alexander's living

in his early life:

　　　　　　　No past, no future for Bartley; just the fiery moment. The ｏｎ!y moment that ever

　　　　　　　was or will be in the world!（p.8）　　　　　　ト　　.･..・..・..　.・　　..･.　･･　　　・.　･1

　　Here I would like to point out that “The ceaseless striving and activity characteristic of

the ‘Faustian man' (Spengler) is a way of forgetting ti｡ｍｅ”22which ultimately leads to death.

Ｔ!lis causes him to “live in a皿 for the moment” ofル面昭五me, for:by immersing himself in

the pursuit of desire ceaselessly, the “Faustian ｍａｎ”can forget“the inむxorable and undeniable

progression of time toward death,”2ｙand live in “ａ permanent ‘now,' without past and futurぐ24

Therefore, we can 芦ａythat the “Faustian man'トis ａ“man ｏｆﾀﾞaction”who affirms life and resists

death to the last.　In other words, he is ａ“ｓｅ!f-loving”25　Eros-character･.･　For,even if しｅ･is

impressed through others with the fact that the ultimate goal of time is death, the “Faustian

ｍａｎ”affirms his own time and burns with the pursuit of desire all the more.　　　ニ

　　　Let us now look at Alexander more concretely. He is one of Cather's pioneers who fully

realize the burden of timeレ･It is impressed upon ａ yｏｕ:ｎｇ大八lexanderby his ･loveＨ･ilda. She is

a backward-looking woman who turns her back on 皿心細g time and is obsessed by past tｉｍｅ，

for she was born of parents that were poor itinerant players and she was left most of the time

in the care of an 01d sick aunt.　The “mummy ｒｏｏｍ”バp.33) of the British Museum［“the ulti-

mate repository of mortality”(p. 33)］was one of the chief delight of her childhood. To ex-

press Hilda, her ｒｏｏｍ,イurniture,supper, etc., the adjective“little”iSリsed many times. Because

Hilda likes to go to the Museum, she and Alexar!der often meet there.犬These visits make Alex-

ander feel k叩nly aware of the horrible fact that the ultimate goal:of time is death and how

precious his hour ･of youth is.　　　　上　　　　　　　〉･I　　　　　　　　　　..　　　　　　　　＼.

　　　The narcissistic Eros-man Alexander eventually leaves Hilda for Winifred, a Bostonian !ady

of distinction. This is because Hilda: ceaselessly has the “Faustian man”Alexander conscious

of the･ time of Cronus, while Winifred frees him of the burden ofダtime. As shown by her

卵ｍｅ which derives from Guinむvere,犬King Arthur's Queen, Winifred has ‘'such high confidence

and fearless pride”(p. 71) that she “demand［S］a great deal of herself and of the・people she

love［Ｓ］;and she never fail［S］herself”(p. 113). That is to say, Winifred is a forward-looking

and active woman, who affirms people's Eros and incessantly urges not only herself but also

Ａｌｅχandertowardル心細ぶtime. Professor Wilsonレ“always an interested･ observer of women”
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　(p. 3), seむs at ａ glance that she is “ａ person of distinction" (p√3y　Winifred is qｕ㈲ different

　from Hilda･ inトher way of life as well as in ｈｅ:ｒpersonalＩbackground. It is symbolic that the

　Thanatos･character Hilda i･sfrom the ０１ｄＷｏｒldくandiSコa little woman, while the Eros-character

　Winifred comes 仔ｏｍthe New World and is an△impressive犬woman of tal卜(“the tallest woman"

づp. 130)]statureに　　　．　・．･．･　　．．　･･　　　　．・・　．・・　　　　．･　　　　六大

　Because Alexander marries Winifred afterﾀﾞhaving kept company with Hilda, he develops his

　characteristics aS'the “Faustian man" and byブwork[ing]like thむ devil"(p. 12), he attains sue-

　cess and fame as a bridge builder. Both ProfessorﾀﾞWilson and△Winifred call the bridges which

　Ale?candしｒ，“whosedreams alwaysダtook the form o卜definite ideas, reach･ing into the future"(p.

　40), design “the bridges into the future"(P.17)√　The image of these bridgesコprecisをly symbol-

・izes Ａｌｅχanderduring his ｅａｒ!y･life.･　　　・.　　‥‥‥‥:.･　　　　＼

IV

　　　Now, let us look at his later life after success. Alexander, 43 years old, has attained a

great success as a pioneer, and lives in comfort with his beautiful and intelligent wife in a

high-class district of Boston. He has builレten grむat bridges ぼ various parts of the world, and

is now occupied in bﾘilding a bridge at Moorlock in Canada. This is the most important piece

of bridgebuilding going on in the world. There is no doubt that uponし accomplishing this feat,

he ｗilトbe　known　ａＳトthe engineer ･who　designed　the longest cantilever bridge　in　existence.

However, what Leon　Edel　calls “the　paradox　of success,"which　can　be　seen　in　many　of

Cather's other novels, also appears here.犬In spite of the brilliance of his worldly success, Ale-

xander is greatly disillusioned spiritually. Like in his earlier years, here too he is symbolized

by the bridge he desi･gns. Although一一theトＭＯｏｒloCk･･bridge iSﾚspectacular in appearance, it is

poor and dangerous in construction, as, because of･･the inordinately low commission, A･1eχander

is forced to use lighter structual materials th:an he thinks proper.　　　　　　　　　　＼　　　十

　　　Now, I would like t０１００ｋat Alexander's “paradox of success"トmore specifically. Alexan-

der says to Professor べｖｉＩＳｏｎ√whomhe meets after a long separation:　　　　　　　＼　フ　ノ

＼.　　　After all,life doesn't offer ａ man much………You work like the devil and think you're

　　　　　　･・getting on, and suddenly you discover that you've only been getting yourself tied .Up｡

　　　　　　　A million details drink you dry. Your life keeps going for things you don't want。

　　　　　　　and all the while yｏｕ一ａｒｅ十beingbuilt into ｊａ‥social structure you don't care ａ rap

　　　　　　　about, (pp. 12-13)　　＝　　　　　　し　　　　　犬＜し　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｊ

　　　Cather's pioneers are, in brief, the ‘Faustian people' possessed with the dream of success.

Because the pioneer Alexander expects that :“success would bring〉him freedom and power" (p.

38), he is the ･Faustian “man　of action" ｗho∧activむly lives in fl田畑g time. Nevertheless, as

made clear by his own words: “it was /like beinかburiedﾀﾞalive"(t)レ38) or “you've only been

getting　yourself　tied　up,"しsuccess　brings ・Alexander　only　disappointmをnt. To　be　ｓpe�lC,

although he ･realizes・his long-cherished▽desire, Aleχander keenly feel･s the vanity of･ success.

For his great achievements eventually lead to ａ/secular success and the result is that he is in-

ＶＯｌｖedうｎ△acommitment to a social life whicね▽completely disillusions∧him.　This is his “para-

dox of success." This “paradox of success" isレin犬other words, the夕･aradox ofれ琲ｇ and the
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source of Alexander's divided ［second］･self. First, let us consider that his 4‘paradox of sue-

cess” is the paradox of time.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∧　　　∧　　ニ

　　　It is by “work［ing］上I缶ｅ the devil”･ that Alexande･r wins his long-desired SｕＣＣｅＳＳ‥‥‥Ｔｈｅｒｅ.

fore, hiぐsuccess can :be said to be the fruit of his years' “ceaseless striving and activity,”or

the result of time for which Aleχander has livedトas the "Faustian man."∧However√success is

contrary to his expectations. It follows that Alexander's disillu:sionment with successﾚleads to

his　disappointment ａｎｄ･denial toward time which he has positivむly ａｍｉ･medレIn this iｒｏ�c

evaluation toward time, which is reversed with success犬as the boundary, is Alexander's “para-

dox of success.”Accordingly, we can regard his “paradox of success” as the犬paradox of time.

In this paradox of time is the root of the division of Alexander into two selves;　in other

words, the solution to the question of why Cather's pioneers beco:me “ｄｒｅａｍｅｒ［ｓ］”aridregress

to the past in pursuit of their younger selves after they have realized their dreams.

　　　Let us now think about it. As I pointed out, Alexander's “paradox of succesがis the par-

adox of time.･　Therefore, it causes him to deny all of time that he has devoted to realizing his

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　■　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　■　・　　－dream of success, and he is forced to deny the self who has lived as ａ pioneer. This reversal

of evaluation toward time causes･ Ａｌｅχander to become disillusioned with real life, andニmakes

him long for and admire his young ［youth］self who was: not yet a pioneer……As ａ result, he

is taken with the regressive desire to return to hiｓ:youth. This△self-denial and yearning: for

his past self, namely Thanatos, changes Alexander into “a dreamer”who has ａ death wish in

his subconscious.^^　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＜し　=●　ト　　　　　　　　　　　　　　▽　＼

　　　However, the pioneer Alexander is originally ａ great Eros-man worthy of〉his name who is

ableトto build “the bridges into the fｕt･ure, over which the feet〉of every one of us will go”（p.

17). Therefore, even汀Thanatos changes Alexander into “a d初口爾ぴ" who “lives inよthe past”，

hiS･ heart still pursues Eros, （jｒ the Eros of his youth∧desperately. As ａ result√Alexander

psychologically becomes divided into two selves.　丿ｌｎother words, because he struggles t6 pur-

sue "freedom”in spite of being ａ“man of action” “buried alive,”Alexander･is divided into the

constricted middle-aged self and the free young self. It follows t･hat (1卜the more desperately

he･seeks after the Eros of his youth, the more Alexander falls into the trap 6f Thanatoイ8 and

(2) the disintegration of his self which occurs ａs･ａ result proves how violent and dangerous

his self-denial and yearning for the･past are.　　　　ニ　＼　　　　　　　　　｡･･　　　　　　　　　・ ・

　　　This is the first phase of thむ division in the pioneer's self. InＴｈｅ　Ｐｒｏｆｅｓｓｏｒ'ｓＨｃｍｓｅ,which

treats more serious problems, the divided self develops fｒと）ｍthe young self［who affirms life

only］to the child self［who accepts life and death as they ａｒｅ］夕十As symbolized by ａ tall

building, the greater the fruit of Eros is, ゆｅ bigger the self-destructive power［Thanatos］con-

cealed　in　it　becomes. This　is　the　reason　why　Professor Wilson, who entむrtains　strong

apprehensions about the great bridge builder Alexander, says to him figuratively:　　　　　　十

　　ト.　　I･I'm sure l did you justice in the matte［of ･ability. Yet l always ｕ･Sed｡to feel that

　　　　　　there was ａ weak spot where some day strain would tｅＨい‥:. The more dazzling the

　　　　　front you presented,犬the higher your facade rose, the ｍｏ瞳△トｅχpected to see ａ big

　　　　　　十crack　zigzagging from top to bottom ｡‥ then ａ crash　and　clouds Q卜dustト（pp･

　　　　　　　11-12)　　　　　＼　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　‥‥‥　‥
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Ｖ

　Let us look at Alexander's regression into……the past. After having told Professor Wilson

about his“paradox of success”j at h沁土home ｉｎしBoston, Alexander goes to London ｏｎ∧business,

and renews his acquaintance with Hilda, who has by now attained success asｹﾞan actress.　It is

April, the season of youth.プLondon iSしａ place where Alexander spent his romanticへdays of

youth with Hilda as his love. Thereforeレit is Hilda whoｹﾞpossesses togetherｺhis precious past

［youth］and symbolizes it.　To Alexander 加ｈｏ keenly feels the vanity of success and “dead

calm of middle life" (p. 38)①垣S younger daySj 0f which Hildaトreminds him, is the very object

of his admiration and yearning:　　　　　.･･・・..・　　　..　　･.　・.・.　　　　　・.・　　　　.･　・.

　　　　　＼.･‥he thought of how glorious it =［hisyouth］ha･d beenトand how quicky it had

　　　　　　passed;　and, when　it had passed,。how little worth while anything was. None of

　　　　　　the things he had gained in th･e leastﾚcompensated･..……（p.･36）･一一.　　　　＼

　　　This violent aspiration for the past makes Alexander divide into two selves. It is stated

as f0110ｗS:　　ト　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼　　　　　　　　十　ｌ

　　つ　　　･Solitude, but not solitariness; for he walked shoulder to shoulder with∧a shadowy

　　companion一一not little Hilda Burgoyne, by any means, but some one vastly dearer to

　　　　　　him than she had ever been ― his own young self ....　　　　　　　プ　　　　　I　＼

　　　　　　　　It was not until long afterward that Aleχander learned that for : him this youth

　　　　　　was the most daりgerous of companions, (pp. 40-41)　　　　　　　　　　　コ　十

　　　Ａs寸pointed out, this “shadowy” youth is ａしyoung Alexander who is not yet a pion:eel･. It

is reinforced by the fact that book n of T加悦Ｐｒｏｆｅｓｓｏｒ'ｓＨｏｕｓｅ，“Tom Outland's story,” which

depicts the first phase of the divided self,^" ends at the point･ of time of the youth who is

moved to find an ideal way of life in which to attain his dream. That granted, it is needless

to say that “this youth” iS･far dearer to Aleχander,・ａ “self-loving”･･man, than Hilda is. ∧Aleχalト

der has found h･imself“buried alive" because of his “paradox of success,”△･but he can free: him-

self again through his “young self” who is full 0f Eros, and regain his balance of mind.

　　　It is t･rue that this '‘young self" is attractive t6 Alexanderいwho sets “an absolute value"

(pp. 39-40) on the Eros of his youth. Buしironically, it is brought about by the intensity of

Thanatos. Therefore, it is self-evident that “this yｏｕth”is to be “the most dangerous of com-

panions” for Alexander. But it 1S not until about nine皿onths later that he ｒｅａ!izesit, when

the relationship between himself and Hilda is∇1n･a fix］and the division of his self enters a cｒ沁

ical phase similar to ＤrトJekyll and Mr. Hyde. Even now when she has become a success as

an actress, Hilda is essentially the same woman as in the old days; she adheres to iｘｉｓttｉｍｅ

and turns her back ｏｎ斯ｍＴｉｇ　tｉｍｅレバtis obvious from the fact that Hilda ･is still single be-

cause she cannot forget the happy past she spent with Aleχander or from criticism about Hilda

as an actress: “There's everything in seeingトHilda while she's fresh in a part.　She's apt to

grow a bit stale after a time” I（p.･22).犬　　..　･.　..･･　.・.・　　　　　　　.･

　　When Alexander is the Faustian “man of action,” the object of his aiSrmation is Winifred,

who incessantly urges him tｏ八田ｍｇ　tｉｍｅ,and Hilda, obsessed by past ti�･,e,is only the object

of his negation. Nevertheless, for the “dreamer,”ａ ｍ:iddle-aged Alexander, who turns his back

ｏｎ丿心加ｇ time and is charmed by his past “young self,” the position of∇both is reversed･. For
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in contrast with his early life, Wiりifred :makes Alexander aware of the burden of time, while

Hilda･ lets him giveトhimself to his happy past and ･forget time and its ultimate goal, death. Hil-

da lets Alexander enjoy the Eros of his youth, ０ｒ“tｈtトoriginalimpulse, that internal･ heat, that

feeling of one's self in one's own breast”(p. 40) which he has lost. Because Hilda gets Alex-

ander back after eleven long years' interval and turns her back on flひ�Ｎｇだmemore intensely

than ever, ironically she says t･ＯAlexandむｒ:　　　　　　　　　　犬

　　　＜　　　Lifeseems the strongest and most indestructible thing in the world.ヶ　Do you really

　　　　　‥　believe that all those peopleトｒリshing about down there, going to good dinners and

　　　　clubs and theatres, will be dead some :day√and not care about anything?　l don't

/言　　　　believe it, and l know Ｉ shan't die, ever!　You see,卜feel:too¬too powerful!(p. 95)

　　　Figuratively speaking by classical myths,^^　Hilda is Artemis, the moon-goddess, and Alex-

ander is Actaeon as well as Narcissus. It is not until he sees Hilda again in London that he

tｒｕelｙrealizes his“paradox of success” and the burden of time. First of all,because Alexander

sees Hilda［Artemis］, he is turned from ｍａｎ［Eros-character] into stag［Thanatos-character]

and time［Actaeon's dogs］ changes from t恥 medium of creation to destructionレSecondly, be-

cause the moon-goddess is also the object of man's△yearning and Alexanderヶis a “self-loving”

man, he is charmed by her. Hilda is “the prettiest bｒｏｏｋ”which reflects the “young self" of

Alexander［Narcissus］and enslaves him. On the other hand, Winifred: always makes Alexan-

deｒ［the stag Actaeon］ confront time ［dogs］as destruction, and makes him tired of ･and disillu-

sioned with real life. We can be convinced of this relationship between Alexander and Hilda

from his following ＷＯrdS:　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ニ　し　／　　　　　　I

　　　　　　　The little boy drank十〇f the prettiest brook in the forest and became a stag.　（p｡

　　　　　‥　102)　　　　十　　十　　　　　　　　　　　　　　才六　　し

　　　Itfollows that it is no doubt from Hilda, not Ｗ･inifred,that Alexander, not only as a Nar-

cissus but also as ａ poor Actaeon, can get his peace of mind. However, Alexander is “not ａ

man who can live two lives”∧(p.82卜and in additionにWinifred is“not ａﾚwoman who could

［ｃａｎ］bear　any　disappointment”（p.　113) . Therefore, the　more　AIQχander's　love　triangle

deepens, the more desperate his escape from reality and self-denial become.　This invites the

critical division of his self similar to Jekyll and Hyde. This is the reason why Alexander

finally makes up his mind to divorce Winifred. Nevertheless,ﾚhis reso!ution 叫 in turmoil to

the very last. His reason tells him that to abandon his wife iSﾄt０ "lose the thing he value［S］

ｍｏ･stin the ｗｏｒld”(p. 113) and to live real life in pursuit ｏ卜hiSプyoung self,”which Hilda

reflects,is“ａ mere folly,ａ masquerade”32 （p･,114)・　　ト　　尚　　　＼　　　＼

　　　As if the Moorlock bridge under construction in :Canada symbolized its builder whose heart

is torn and broken between two women, some serious ﾌﾟdefects arisむin it.　However, the tele-

gram which informs Alexander of this crisis reaches him too late, as he is with Hilda in New

York where she is to perform ａ play. Alexander manages to arrive at the bridge, only to find

that it is hopelessly disabledレHe tries to evacuate thむlaborers from the dangerous bridge, but

itダcollapses with many people on it, himself as well. In the dむpths ofトthe river,しAlexander

hears in his heart his wife encourage him and again he becomes ａ“man of actionｸﾞWhen he

is in the light and air, he recovers his conviction that ＼“lifeｗａs［is not to adhere to ｂａｓt　ttＴ

vainly, but] activity ［in丿田ｉｎｇ　tｉｍｅ］”(p.126). However, he drowns with many people hold-
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垣g on to hi皿　After his death, Winifredトlives 1りル面?戻入ｎ�ｅwith him as “ａしfiχedstar” 脳

136) , while Hilda only lives with her face to past tｉｍｅ　-ｗithProfessor Wilson as her friend,

who holds the memory of Aleχandeｒin＼ｃｏｍｍｏ皿withher.十　　二　　　ト　　ニレ‥‥‥

Ml

　‥　Alexander's 召ridge is the story of ａ male〕bridge builder, andしits scenes are Boston and

Ｌｏｎ:dorレnot Nebraska. Howeverレthis man is Cather's alter ｅｇｏ尹　We can never　consider

Cather and her fictionﾄ withou卜mentioning∧her own "paradox of success,”34 which she experi-

enced in the East before she became a professiona卜writer. Like Alexander, Cather, who came

from the West, was such an outstanding Eros-person possessed with the drむam of success that

eventually she became the managing editor of McClu�s, a leading印池azine in New York. It

was 2y‘'dazzling”^^ success for her, a Nebraskan. Nevertheless, because of her “paradox of sue-

cess,”Cather had a divided sをcond self, which caused her tｏぺhange her way of living. Alex-

ａれdeｒ'ｓ　Ｂｒｉｄｇｅｗａs▽the。novelwritten with this experience of Cather's as its background. After

having publishe:（1 this ･book,いshe left Ｍし口分'e's and stood alone as ａ writer. Judging from the

above facts, we can sａy:（1）The spiritual ・ｒゆ1Γ皿石ｆ Catherべs alter ego inＡｌｅｘａｎｄｅｒ'ｓＢｒｉｄｇｅ

signi恥s beｒ□declaration of resolve･ to show ａ･new starレas ａ＼novelist who depicts犬 her past

ｗQｒ!d, or∧the Western frontier and its pioneers; (2) His physical death means the end of

Cather as a staff member ａtＡをClure's.

　　In the 面St phase, Cather is the “Faustian［wo] man,” or an awfully busy “［ＷＯ］man　of

action” who “lives in and fQトthe moment” of flowing:time, and in the second stage, she changes

into “ a dreamび”ｗh6ブlives in the past” and is divided into two selves. However, it 1S not

until in the third phase that Cather can become a happy creator, ０r ａ writer∧who reflects on

the past ａｎｄ上creates its beauty into ａ work of art. This way of life also essentially comes up

to .Bergson's teaching. For heへstates that .“･ａソwell-balanced'くｍ皿d”36 does no卜belong to an ex-

tremeグ‘man of action'トｏｒ“a dreamer,:”but to ｏｎをjｕSレbをtween these tｗｏよ　ニ　＼六

　　　Considering her career and material, we can say that, first of all,しCather is a novelist who

is deeply concerned with tih!ｅ.3トTherefore, it is no surprise that she "read carefully”38　Berg-

son, a famous ‘philosopher of time and life,' and was 皿uch influenced
l
by him.　Secondly√be-

cause Cather'sフparadox of success" is the paradox ＼of time, this reverses her sense of value,

and her childhood, which Shむspent in thむfrontier of Nebraska, becomes the object 6f her

admiration. She ・desires tｏ･ return to ･those daパ　so　fervently that she　sets　her　primary･

value･5･ on the .ｗOrid in･ the べA'^estern frontier and itＳ〉pioneers,･and calls both　of these her

“ｏｗｎ”material.　Cather had been impressed with immigrant Europeans' way of life and their

culture, for she had ａ deep affinity and sympathy for them as a child of settlers. 犬However,

her dream of success caused her to forgeレthemトfor many years.*"　　犬 ・ ト.　　　　　　・.

　　After having depicted her alter ego's spiritual rebirth and physical: death in Alexandびｊ

Ｂｒidge, it is no wonder that Cather proceeds to writeトnovels with the Westernしworld in her

memory as material. However, noよmatter how ａｒdをntly Cather admires the Eros and beauty of

the frontier land and its pioneers ，in h･er books, it is the praise of timeコby ａ writer who ｗ面

captured by Thanatos in the Eastern society of America. In addition,しit is an accepted fact
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that the pioneering of the West was doomed to turn to ruin at the point of time when it was

achieved; fatal to its ruin was the radical changes of American society after the First World

War. Accordingly, before ten years pass since Cather published Ｏ ＰｉｎｒｉＲＲｒｓ!in which she

praises the future of the Western world, her disillusionment and denial toward time becomes

decisive.　After having depicted the defeat 臨d ruin of the pioneer world with indignation

and grief, Cather seeks after the salvation of her mind in the world not obsessed by time, and

proceeds to search for her material in Catholicism or a distant past｡

　　　At all events, Cather depicts the final victory of Eros in Alexander's Bridge. However, af-

ter ＴｈｅＰｒｏｆｅｓｓｏｒ'ｓＨｏｕｓｅ,another drama of consciousness which depicts her alter ego's inner

conflicts of Eros and Thanatos, she does not affirm man's Eros any longer in the present world.

My Mor刎石nemy (1926) comes to an end with the heroine's death as ａ Catholic in the present

time and D自治Ｇ回心かr the Archbi諸砂(1927) terminates with the death of ａ great man of re-

ligion in the historical past. In spite of its important subject matter and content,　Alexandび’ｓ

Ｂｒｉｄｇｅ　has　notbeen　given　due consideration or　analysis. However, we cannot have ａ full

understanding of the essential qualities of Cather and her fiction until we have not only read

the “paradox of success” and the division of self in this novel, but also clearly grasp how

these two are related to each other and what they mean concretely･

　　This is a modified version of ａ paper read in Japanese at the 29th General Meeting of the

American Literary Society of Japan held on October, 20-21, 1990, at Konan Women's Universi-

ty, Kobe.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ト
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